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About This Game

With the death of your eccentric aunt, you have been left the once famous Moonstone Tavern. Unfortunately the tavern has seen
better days. With only two functioning rooms, crumbling architecture, and an ever-diminishing reputation there is plenty of

room for improvement.

Can you turn this dilapidated ruin into a thriving business? In a fantasy world filled with cunning wizards, tricky elves, cat
obsessed gnomes, grumpy dwarves, and sad fairies it certainly isn’t going to be easy, especially if you want them all to stay

happy under one roof. If you are going to make a go of it there is a lot to do: staff to hire, meals to cook, ingredients to forage,
quests to undertake, and gods to appease. Yet if you can survive the brutal world that surrounds you there is definitely a profit to

be made!

FEATURES:

•Repair, renovate, and decorate the dilapidated tavern.
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•Build specialist rooms for humans, elves, fairies, gnomes, orcs, and dwarves.
•Build undersea 'beds' for the Merfolk!

•Hire cooks, priests, foragers, and heroes to help improve your tavern.
•Forage hundreds of real world items.

•Craft hundreds of items including weapons, armours, potions, scrolls, and genetimage equipment.
•Collect and breed over 50 colletable creatures to keep as pets.

•Find and ride the mystical, pink unipony!
•Interact with hundreds of unique guests with stories, rumours, and suggestions for your tavern!

•Assemble a team of heroes and mages to help you on adventures.
•Choose from 10 starting characters and from six different fantasy class types including druid, witch hunter, and gunlord.

•An involved weapon and magic system with wands, swords, guns, and spells!
•Settle into your new life by getting married and having a child.

•Invest in the local Arena - watch battles and bet on fights.
•Dynamic seasons with day and night system.

•Undertake quests to improve your tavern’s renown, find paintings to hang and specialist food to serve. Raid the castles of dark
mages for supplies, loot dragon hordes for gold, and seek out lost shrines to please the gods.

•Explore a handcrafted world and visit the undercity of the gnomes, a bustling human port, and the dark village of the elves.
•Choose a god to worship and gain special powers and bonuses for your tavern.

•Take part in a non-compulsory, rpg storyline that will place you and your tavern at the centre of a plague, and amidst a magical
war that threatens to overcome the three kingdoms!
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Title: Moonstone Tavern - A Fantasy Tavern Sim!
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Trevor Jones, Trevor Jones
Publisher:
Trevor Jones
Release Date: 13 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000, Nvidia GeForce 8000, ATI Radeon HD 4800 Series

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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This game is great! If you are a fan of Diablo than I am more than sure you will enjoy this game! And the price? Worth every
cent. 69\/10.. Completely rng based around the corruption bosses but pretty good none the less.. This game is a nice gameplay.
The developer doesn't improve of broken achievement and trading cards. These cards I don't receive. Please fix them as fast as
you can possible.. Tags: TBS - Turn Strategy - Fantasy
Troubleshoot review:
Game would not lauch : failure to find fonts.

Just go to the installed folder, go to the 'Exe' folder and look for the 'DISCIPLE.INI' file.
Open it with an editor and edit everything beneath '[Installation]' and '[InstallationClient]'.
Change every path from the default C:\\program files (x86) to the path were you installed the game.

Game works like a charm afterwards. This game is good. If you like classic sonic games, you will like this game because it is
*better* than the classic sonic games. Also that music made me bust.. My son plays this mostly, he gives it thumbs up! I
recommend it too ;-)
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A very nice fantasy shopkeeper simulation somewhat similar to Recettear,overal it's a very enjoyable title,especially if you want
something to unwind.. This is a review for gameplay on the HTC Vive. I'm assuming that the other reviewers must be playing on
a monitor, since currently this is one of 2 or 3 RTS games that work in VR.

If you are not playing this in VR then you are not really reviewing the game, since the VR experience is VASTLY different.

I just had the chance to go through the tutorial, and get my feet wet in a PvE match.

This is a FUN game! Once I can get better with the controls, I think I will be ready for domiation of the table, lolol

The graphics are very well done, with the animations of the individual units visible from the farthest zoom. The sound effects
are well done, and the whole experience is enjoyable and challenging.. Originally I wrote that there was a new feature that had
the pieces rotate so they weren't always the right orientation. Originally you could not turn this feature off, and I didn't like it
because I thought it made the 200 and 400 puzzles too hard. But they let me know that they updated and now that feature is
OPTIONAL! :) This is the best of both worlds because then you can use it for the 40 or 80 pieces if you want them to be harder,
but turn it off for something like the 800.

The 800s are still too hard for me, but probably a fun challenge for a major jigsaw puzzle enthusiast. And as I mentioned
before, you can use the boxes on any puzzle you want and still get all the achievements. I think that was a smart move because
the 400 and 800 are hard enough without being able to sort by color\/shape.

Anyway, this is a thumbs up :). I was enjoying it until I encounted a problem I was in Career mode and I had done my first lap
and then it wouldnt change gear it was in automatic transmission this problem happened to the AI as well and the issue would
come and go so as you can imagine its as annoying as hell.
I recommend any other off road game than this its the worst I have ever played I dont expect there to be any bug fixes or
updates to the game in the future as the game came out in April 2017 so it is almost 2 years old.. From when I first found this
game on multiple flash gaming sites when I was younger, I fell in love with the atmosphere immediately. So great that years later
I had to invest in this experience out of many other Pixeljam games. Even though the game hadn't made any significant changes
at all since the first release, it was still a general fun time.. Ah C'mon,
Who made this game?
This is so cool, it's crazy, why not remake it in to 3D Game?

C'mon guys, play this game and guess who killed the red's mother, :o. First impressions after 30 min of playing.

The game is definitely inspired by the arcade shooters like time crisis and house of the dead. It seems to be very short, as there
are currently only three missions. The first mission took about 10-12 min to get to the boss, however the game does pose a
challenge and I have yet to beat the first level. There are about four weapon "power ups" that you can shoot to obtain as you go,
auto pistols, explosive revolver guns, sub machine guns, and long rifles. You can also shoot power ups during the levels to gain
health. The guns seem to auto reload so there\u2019s not much moving of your hands, and the enemies\u2019 death animations
are pretty comical, if not extremely bugged. It\u2019s not Fallout VR graphics, but it does remind me of the typical arcade
shooters you\u2019d find at dave n busters or something. All in all its good for what i bought it for, to be an arcade shooter for
the Vive. If the game is truly in early access (as the store page and the devs seem to be confused about), then I'll definitely keep
it to see where it goes from here. I'd recommend it for your VR collection, but probably would recommend getting it on sale
considering the amount of content currently.
. This is a Great loco to have on Train Sim. This is probably my favorit loco in Train Sim at the moment :)
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